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Abstract: We study computational issues for support vector classification with
penalised spline kernels (Pearce and Wand, 2005), We show that, compared with
traditional kernels, storage and computational times can be drastically reduced
in large ploblems. The optimisation technology known as interior point meth-
ods plays a central lole. Penalised spline kernels are also shown to allow simple
incolporation of low-dimensional structure such as aclditivity This can aid both
interpretability and performance.
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1 Introduction

Support vector classifiers are a relatively new family of classifiers that are
enjoying increasing use and success and, according to some accounts (e.g.

Breiman, 2001), are superseding neural network classifiers, Expositions of
support support vector classification include Burges (1998), Cristianini &
Shawe-Taylor (2000) and Schölkopf & Smola (2002). Different members of
the family of support vector classifiers are distinguished by thefu lcernel, a
positive definite symmetric function on lRd x lRd where d is the dimension
of the predictor space, and choice of a few parameters such as the scale
of the kernel. A drawback of many of the commonly used kernels is that
fitting algorithms are O(n3) where r¿ is the size of the training set. This
obviously hinders their application to large problems, although remedies
based on approximation ideas have been proposed þ, for examplè, Smola
& Schölkopf (2000) and Williams & Seeger (2001).
Recently, Pearce & Wand (2005) showed how the design structure of low-
rank semiparametric regression models (e.g. Ruppert, Wand & Carroll,
2003) can be used in the support vector classification context. The basic
ingredient are kernels arising from penalised splines. Such kernels have the
following advantages:

o They are low-rank in the sense that their eigen-decomposition in-
volves only K non-zero eigenvalues where K is the number of spline
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34 Support vector classifiers

basis functions and is typically much smailer than n,. An alternative
way of describing the low-rank property is that the Gram matrix
factorises into the product of. an n x K and its tr.anspose. The low-
rank property lends itself to the use of. interior point methods (Fine
& scheinberg, 2001), These improve the cost of each iteration in the
interior point method from o(n') to oþtK2) operations, which can
be a drastic improvement upon common support vector classifiers.
Implementatisn of these algorithms for penalised sprine kernels is the

. 
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focus of this paper.
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for low-
dimensional structure can pelfolm better tha' trrose that clo not.
Classifier-s with low-dimensional structure are also more intelpretable,

e They colrespond to a f ite clime'sio'al ker.nelisation of the origi-
nal featule space. This permits easier software rnaragerìert. Fulther.
details on this aspect ale given in Section 2,

A possible disadvantage of low-rank kernels is that the set of basis functions
is finite and may not be as flexible as a full-rank kerner. However in several
studies on low-rank splines and kernels (".g. S Wahba,
1990; Hastie, 1996; Fine & Scheinberg, 2001 and e shown
that the difference between low-rank and full-r is often
minimal.
some discussion on the choice of low-rank kernels is in order, Most of the
work in this area is for spline smoothing, rather than general reproducing
kernel methods, but the principles are the same. There are two general
approaches to construction of low-rank splines. one is to start with a full-

The next d spline support vectol classi_
fiers. In S omputation via inter.ior point
methods. between penalised spline and
common support vector classifiers in terms of computational time and pre-
dictive accuracy.

2 Penalised Spline Support Vector Classifiers

Denote the training data by (*¿,A¿), I < i ( 7¿, were x¿ € lRd and
ut € {-r,1}' This corresponds to two-class classiflcation. Multiclass prob-
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Iems can be handled by application of two-class classification to valious
class pairs (e.g. Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001, Section 12.3'.7).

\Me seek classifiels "f , Rd --+ IR such that a new observation x € lRd is

classified according to sign{/(x)}. Throughout we assume the 'classical'
t¿ )) d situation. The reverse situation, sometimes labelled 'high dimen-
sion, low sample size', has received considerable recent attention, particu-

larly in computational genomics (e.g. Dudoit, Fridyland and Speed, 2002).

However penalised spline kernels at'e more suited to classical classification
problems.
Penalised spline classifiers may be based on various full-dimensional or
low-dimensional 'models' for /. For illustratory purposes take d : 5 with
x : (¿r, . . . , us). Possible models for /(r1, rztrz,14,rs) are

(A) f (at,æ2,z3,:t4,:Ís) (general quinvariate function)
(B) ,fr(ør) + lz(rz) + ls(rs) (additive function of alt 5 variables)

-rl¡(rt) * "fs(øs)(C) /1(ør) * Ts(rs) I le(rù (additive function of onlv 3 variables)

(D) ln(u,n2) * Íløs(ss,r¿,r,s) (sum of bivariate and trivariate functions)
(E) h@t) I þt r+ (additive function of 2 valiables,

but one linear)

Note that the models (c) and (E) correspond to the situation where some

of the predictors are deemed to have negligible predictive powel for clas-

sification. Such pars'imonious models are important in certain applications
(most notably, data mining) where identification of the driving factors be-

hind a particular outcome is of intrinsic interest.
Commonly used kernels in support vector classification sofbware correspond

to the full model (A). Penalised spline kernels can be tailored to any such

model, The kernel arises from the basis functions used to model /. There

are several families of basis functions that can be used to construct pe-

nalised spline models (e.g. Ruppert et øl',2003, Section 3.7). Here we will
limit discussion to a class of radially symmetric basis functions based on

thin plate spl'ines (Flench, Kammann and \Mand, 2001)' Suppose that' a dt-

dimensional function is required where 7 < dt < d and let rn be an integer

such that 2m > d,t . Then, for x' € IRd', vr'e consider models of the form

p' K'

l^a,(x'):LP,öt("') + t uuþuL+)
j:l /c:1

where {d¡} is the set of all pt : (a'+m-t¡ d/-dimensional polynomials in

the compbnents of x/ with degreelesslhan rn. F\rrther, for k:7,'.',K',
,þn(*') = ún(x';m,d,, n) = lr^¿,(x' - n¡r)llr^d'(,rh - l*'))-t/2.l<L,k'<Kl

Here
d'odd

d'even.r*¿,(xt): { llX;llillll .*,,*,,,
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and rc1, ...,nK, € lRd' is a set of Kt knots. F\ll-rank thin plate spline
rnodels useK/: Í¿ and ñk:xlr, 1< k ( n wherethe x/o arethe d/-

variate sub-vectors of the xå corresponding to x' € IRd'. Throughout we

use llvll : t/vTu to denote the length of the vector v.
One common approach to low-rank spline smoothing (e'g' Ruppert eú al.,

2003) is to use K < n knots and choose the rc¡ to 'mimic' the xl's' A
simple st¡gtegy is to draw a random sample of size 1{ from the xl's' AI-
ternatively, one can use deterministic rules that aim to somehow 'fill the
space' of the xl's, For one-dimensional fitting (dt : 7) taking n¡ - (k I K)th
sample quantile of the unique xl's achieves this aim. For higher dimen-
sions d,'istance-des'ign algolithms such as those used by Nychka & Saltzman
(1998) can be used, Let D be a subset of observed points x¿ called design
points and C be a subset of observed points x¿ called candidate points with
D aC : /. Then the average covelage of C by points in D is given by

c",t (D) : ( 
'1a,1*, 

a¡o) 
('/') 

(1)uã/
where

d,o(x,D): ll ll* -'ll') "''' (2)
\'-eo /

and ø ( 0 and ö > 0. Minimising Co,6 fills the space around the data.
Minimisation is conducted by making pairwise swaps of points in 2 with
points in C until the coverage Co,u does not decrease. If we choose D to,be
our set of knots then this procedure requires at least O(Kn2) computatioñs
and O(nK) storage. Note that as a -+ -oo and b --+ oo minimising Co,6

converges to the minimax space filling designs discussed in Johnson' Moore
& Ylvisaker (1990) and with ø --+ -oo and b : 1 converges to the criteria
used by the algorithms CLARA and PAM due to Kaufman & Rousseeuw
(1eeO).
For general penalised spline support vector classification the model for /
dictates the set of spline basis functions which, in turn, dictates the kernel.
In the d:5 example with m:2 thin plate splines, model (C) leads to

Kt

/c(") þo -l þøt +Dur^rþr(r1;2,I, oL¡ + 0zrz
/c:1

K,¿ K¿

+D"t*rþr(Ísi2,L, n3) + B+ra +Drnnrþr(na;2,!, t<,a)

k=r le:l

where oi : (n!1,...,Kk) is a set of univariate knots correspondingto r¡
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(j : L,3,4), The kernel for this model is

n1
Kc(s,t) : 1 * srúr * ssús * sata+ ! r/r(sr; 2,t, nr)g¡(t1;2,!, nt)

Ks

+ ! r/r(sa; z,t, n3)þ¡(t3i 2, 1, rt) + I ,þn(s¿;2,t,'n4)p¡,(ta;2,t, na)

k:1
Kt

/c:1 k:t

for s: (rt,...,ss),t: (úr,,,,,ús) € lR5. Model (D) has spline basis repre.
sentation

Kp
/¡(") þo + þlrlq ,rl' *Ðuttn þr(rt¡r2i2,2, nr2)

k:1
Ks¿s

* þlqilx s n 4 r 6]r r D urnu*rþ *(rs, r 4, r 5; 2, 3, n346 )
k:1

where rc12 denotes a set of knots in the (r1,12) space and rc345 clenotes a
set of knots in the (re,r¿,r5) space. The corresponding kernel is

Kn
K¿r(s, t) : 1 + srt + ! rh(sr, s212,2, *12)rþt (tr,t2;2,2, nr2)

/c:1
Ks¿a

+ ! r/*(sa, s4, s5i 2,3, n3a5)þ¡r(ts,t¿,t5;2,3, n3a6).
/c=1

once the model, or kernel, is decided upon then there are two more choices
to be made for penalised spline support vector classifiers:

(1) the subset of basis functions that are unpenalised, and

(2) the number of distinct penalisation parameters and their allocation
to the penalised basis functions.

In support vector classification it is usual to just leave the intercept Be
unpenalised, In spline smoothing all of the polynomial terms-are usually
left unpenalised. we will use x for the design málr* of unpenalised terms
and z for the design matrix of penalised terms. The respective coefficients
will be denoted by B and u. The ith fitted value is then

"f 
(*¿) : (Xþ +Zu)¿.

If only the intercept is penalised then X is a column of ones and B : Bo.Let 
L

7rt:\z*t
1=7
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Zt, h u¿ has its own penalty(na that for which each pr.e_
ts s. So for model (D) with
nali

Zt : [ru rz¿ tþ*(xu,ï2¿12,2, o12)]4,i3n
l<k<Kn

and "v
Zz : [rs¿ r¡i n1i 1Þn(4n, r¿,¿¡ ïsii2,2, n3a5)]r<,t<n.

1(k(Kg¿¡

The penalised spline support vector classifier minimises

r f rrll,,rll'.
i:l t:t

This is equivaleuù to the constrainecl optimisation probleur

3,T DL, \¿llu¿ll'+ IL, €o

subject to €¿ > 0, A¿(Xþ tZu)¿ I 1 - €¿ for all | 1i 1n.

This problem, in turn, leads to the quadratic pr.ogramming problem

min(-1ro + |arDa.)

subject to 0 ( d¿ 1 7, fo¡ all 1 I i 1 n, a¡d Xr(aOy) : O

where

(3)

(4)

t\¡

D : å(yyt) o (zt-rzr) and Â : diag(Àr1,..., À¿1)

and A o B denotes the element-wise product of equal-sized matrices A and
B. see Pearce & wand (2005) fol details. since the Gram maúrix admits
the factorisation

|zrt7r :ZZ, where Z:7ç2¡7-t¡z
the quadratic programming problem becomes

min[-1ro + åot{(yyt) o ØZr )}a]
(5)

subject to 0 ( a¿ I I, for all 1 < i < n, and,Xr(aOV) : 0.

The 'bottom line' of this section is that penalised spline support vector
classifiers are just ordinary hyperplane support vector classifrers with the
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original featgres x¿ € IRd replaced byãa € RK, 1 ( i ( n, co:iesponding to
the rows of Z (with K denoting the number of columns in Z). This makes
software management relatively simple since only y, X and the n x K
matrix Z needs to be passed to a quadratic programming routine, Softwale
for general support vector classifiers either needs to deal with O(n2) storage
of the Gram matrix or evaluate the kernel inside an algorithm such as -
Sequential Minimal Optimisation (SMO) (e.g. Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor,

2000). An even bigger payoff is the fact that the Gram matrix ZZr has
rank K. The next section summarises an efficient algorithm for solving the
problem when this is the case.

3 Interior Point Methods

Interior Point Methods (IPM) are one of the most important developments
in optimisation in the last two decades. In this section we provide the
miuimal information neecìed to code a reasonably efficient iuterior poiut
mel;hod for support vector classification. i\4ore efficient methods exist, but
they involve extra complexity which obscure the main ideas. Extensive
literature exists on interior point methods. For an introduction the reader
is referred to Vandenberghe & Comanor (2003), Fine & Scheinberg (2001),
Ferris & Munson (2000). A more thorough account is given in Boyd &
Vandenberghe (2001).

3.1- Description

Interior point methods have been developed to solve most convex program-
ming problems (see Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001), However, in the general
case, unless special structure is available, these methods are restrictive when
the dimension of the optimisation problem becomes large.
Our goal is to solve the dual optimisation problem (5). Its corresponding
primal problem may be written

eiläe ll"ll'+ DT:,€,

subject roy¿(XB+Z$¿ > 1*€¿ -C¿:L, €¿,{s¿) 0for all t<T:;n
(6)

where € = ((r,...,€") and ( : ((t,.,.,(,,). Note that this problem cor-

responds to (3) but wlIh Z replaced by Z and, the introduction of slack
variables G, 1 < i ( r¿. For compactness of notion we define

A: xrdiag(y), and v: Zrdiag(y),

IPMs start with an initial guess and iteratively find better solutions until
some convergence criteria is reached. They focus on a system of quadratic
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equations made up of the primal constraints, dual constrains and the per-
turbed the complementary slackness conditions induced by a log barrier
function (see Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001). These conditions are

VVra + Lr P+ € - ( - 1 (Primal Feasibility)
Ao - 1 (Dual Feasibility)

(a¿ - l)€¿ - t (Perturbed Complementary Slackness)
a¿C¿ - t (Perturbed Complementary Slackness)

(7)
where ú is some positive constant. Let the solution of such a system of
equations be ã., B, { and ( and let P* denote the optimal value of the
primal objective (6). Then it can be shown (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001)
that

jarwra - 1rô - P* 12nt,
Hence reduction of ú leads to solutions of the original and the perturbed
problems becomiug closer'.
y"¡ qU), BU), çU),6(i) ¿sne¡s the values of a, B, ( ancl { after the jth
iteration of the interior point method. A "cold" initial point is calculated
using

oÍo) : e, P@):0, €Ío) : max(6,si) and do) - max(e,€Ío) - rn)

where s : 1 -WTa - AT P and e is a small constant, sâ,/ € : 10-2. This
is a good starting point when the number of support vectors is small,
The system of equations (7) cannot be easily solved. Instead, in the spirit
of Newton's method, we linearise around our culrent point by substituting

s(j) -u L9, þØ,) + Ap, 6{i) a ¡6 and ç{i) -u tr(
into (7) and "solve" the resulting equations to get the search direction
vector (A,a, A,B,A{, AO:

Lp : {Ar(vvt +o¡-tot-l(Arrs *r2),
Aa : r5 (vvt * D)-tABu),
a(,, : rs¿ -'çlÐ 6o,o¡oiù, (8)

a€o : rhi, i qli) tc.¿lQ - "Íi))
where

r1
t2

TBi

T4;

rs

: 1 - VVr aU) - ¡r BU) - 4(i) 1ç(i),
- -AAo,
: (ú - L,a¿L,()/a[i) - çU),
: (¿ + L,a¡L(¿)lQ - "Íi)) - ËÍ,),
: (Wr * D)-1(r1 * 13 - ra)

(e)

and
o: diag{€(Ð lG - "jr))+ ç{i) ¡o\i)¡

l1i,1n
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Newton's method substitutes

L^a: Lþ - A€ : AC:0

into (9) for a given value of t and then uses the values in (9) to calculate
(8). However a similat method, the predictor-corrector method, usually has

a faster rate of convergence. In order to calculate the Newton predictor-

corrector direction L,a, L,B, A( and A( we:

1. Find 11,...,ra bysubstituting a(i), BU), €(i), CU), ú:0, Ao:0,
AÉ :0, A€ :0 and A( :0 into (9) and then calculate (8)'

2. Recalculate 13 and ra by by substituting aU), BU), g(i), ç(j) ¿1¿

the values of Aa, AB, A€ and A( from Step 1 into (9) and then

recalculate (8),

once we have a sealch direction we take the maxi[rurn step size r € (0, 1)

suclr that 6 < ¿(i) lr\,q.< 1, €(i) f ra{ 2 0 and 4ri) -¡rtr( I 0. This
method of finding the step size is called simple dampening, Other step

lengths exist (see Mészáros, 1997). once the step size r is found we update

our values using
s(l+r¡:a(i)+(1 -e)r^o
P:'*:.) : P,':.'+ (1 - e)rL,B (10)
g(i+t) :6ti) I (1 - e)r^{
ç0+t):ç0)¡11-e)rA(

The factor (1 - r) is included to ensure numerical feasibility. At each iter-

ation we reduce ú using

(r )T \x) 1- ¿(r') T (i)
(1 1)Tt- fL

We stop when

6'u)r (i) ¡ - CI(r))rg(i) <ô (12)
f,a1)rvVtoU) +L +1 È(i)

for some tolerance ô > 0.

3.2 Iteration Cost

For support vector machines it is common to have K,d < n. AII steps are

less than cubic in the number of operations so we can effectively ignore

costs that do not involve r¿.

The main cost in IPMs for support vector classification is solving systems of

the form VVra: b. Forming VVr explicitl¡is expensive both computa-

tionally and in terms of storage. If we form Wr explicitly then factorising

VVr + D requires O(n3) operations and O(n2) storage' Much cheaper
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alternatives include use of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and
product form Cholesky factorisation. Each require O(nK2) operations and
O(nK) storage. The Sherman-Morlison-Woodbury formula is

(VV. * D¡-t : D-l - D-IV(I + VrD-1v¡-tyrp-t. (13)

Note that I + VrD-1V is generally positive definite a,nd can be fac-
torised efficiently'iìsing Cholesky factorisation in O(K3) operations. How-
ever the main cost in calculating (13) is calculating VrD-ty which re-
quires O(nK2) operations. Product form Cholesky factorisation is more
numerically stable but its description is more involved. Details on this ap-
proach are given in Fine & Scheinberg (2001),

3.3 Number of iterations

The overall complexity of the algorithm greatly depencls on the number of
iterations befole corlvergence cliteria are satisfred, The uumbel of iterations
depends on the choice of starting point, the method used to find the search
direction, the step-size used to find the next iterate and how the parameter
ú is reduced, It can be shown that a naively coded IPM with a Newton pre-
dictor corrector step direction gives a theoretical bound of O(n) iterations
for convergence (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001). State of the art algorithms
have been shown to have a worst case complexity of O("/n). However, ex-
tensive numerical experience shows that the number of iterations for IPMs
is almost constant. See, for example, Fine & Scheinberg (2001).

4 Comparisons

4.L Kernels and Settings

For comparisons three kernels were used: the linear kernel defined by K(s, t) :
s"t; the radial basis kernel given by K(s,t) : exp{-llls - tll'} for some

'y > 0; and the penalised spline kernel using a additive truncated linear
spline basis as defined by

dK¡
- K(",t) :If(ri-n¡n)+(ti-Kjk)+. (14)

j:L k:L

where, for 1 ( k 1 K¡, rc¡r is the ,kth knot for the jth predictor. The
various choices were made as follows:

o Ki :20 knots for each predictor and rc¡r equal to the (k + l) l(rcj +
2)th sample quantile of the unique predictor values.
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TABLE L. Auerage computation times in seconds for th'e /¡ dimensional 'skin
of the orange' classification erample using two MATLAB implementations of the

interior poi,nt rnethod FULL and SMW and direct quaiLratic programmi'ng (QP)
oaer 50 trials. deuiations are in brackets

QP FULL
0.53 0.05 0.01

n:1,000 68.51 (4.43) 4.95 (0.46) 0.50 (0'05) t37.02 e.90

r¿:5,000 9210.57 (347.05)* 511.76 (12.54) 3.98 (0.19) 2314.21 128.58
*Note tbab only l0 trials were used for this case.

o linear and intercept terms were unpenalised for the penalised spline

so that
X:[1 rit...r¿¿ft<¿<n

while only the intercept term ïvas unpenalised when using the radial
basis function and linear kernels.

. "'l:7f d,the default in the svmO function of the R package e1071.

o each input variable was standardised.

Note that the svmO function in R only allows for the case where only the
intercept term is unpenalised, For the above case we would probably resort
to standard convex quadratic programming sofbware such as that provided

by the quadprog package in R.

4,2 Timing Comparisons

We compared the computation times of two different MATLAB implemen-
tations of the IPM described in Section 3 with the R package quadprog
(Weingessel & T\rrlach, 2004) which has a C engine room for penalised

spline support vector classifiers. The two different implementations differed
in the method used to 'invert' VVT +D. The first implementation 'inverts'
VVr + D using MATLAB's inbuilt \ (backslash) operator (FULL) while the
second implementation 'inverts' VVT + D using the Sherman-Morrison-
Woodbury formula (13). MATLAB implementations terminated when the du-
ality gap was smaller than 10-8. The data correspond to the 4 dirrrensional

'skin of the orange' simulation study described in Section 12.3.4 of- Hastie,
Tibshirani & Fliedman (2001) but with varying sample sizes, The smooth-
ing parameters À1, . . . , À¿ for the penalised spline SVC were chosen so that
each function has approximately 6 degrees of freedom.
The computations were performed on dual Opteron 2'0 GHz CPUs with
4 GB RAM and MATLAB version 7.01 and R version 2.0.0' The average

times and some ratios are shown in Table 1-. The ratios are a better way
of comparing the three approaches, because they are less dependent on

changes in the computing environment. Nevertheless, the average times
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themselves give a real life aspect to. the problem in that they indicate how
long a user would have to wait for classifications in 2005 using a typical
computing environment.
It is clear that huge time and storage savings can be obtained from using
custom built convex quadratic programming solvers for low-rank kernels.
In particular it has been possible to solve support vector classification prob-
lems with more than 106 training points , a task which would be practically

-. impossible for general convex quadratic programming problems,

4.3 Performance Comparisons
We also compaled the performance of ,standard' and penalised spline sup-
port vector classifiers on some popular classification data sets. The smooth-
ing (or 'cost') palameter for the linear and radial basis svcs were chosen
via the best 1O-fold cross-validation using À¿ : À for all i and À : 2-16'...,15
at 50 logarithrnically spaced intelvals,
Most datasets were obtained from

ft"p: I I ft,p,ics. uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/
except Checker that was obtained from

ftp: I I ftp.cs.wisc.edu/math-prog/cpo-dataset/machine-learn/checker/
and the ,sfrzn, ('skin of the orange') datasets were obtained from simulations
described in section 12.3.4 or Hastie et øt. (2oor), The datasets Balance,
Bupa, Cmc, Haberman, Pid, Votes and Wbcd can be found in the subdirec-
tories ,/balance-scale, ,/liver-disorders,./cmc, ./haberman, ./pima-indians-
diabetes, ./voting-records and ./breast-cancer-wisconsin respectively.
Table 4'3 shows the average misclassification rates using 10- fold cross-
validation for each of the kernels used. Average misclassification rates were
also calculated based on 50 r'uns with random 25To and 40% subsets of
the data held back for testing. However these results were fairly similar to
Table 4,3 and so were not included.
It is seen from Table 4.3 that the classification performance of additive
penalised spline svc is comparable with that of radial basis svc. However,
the former has a clear advantage in terms of interpretabiti,ty as illustrated
in Figure 1. Each panel shows the slice of the classification surface with
all other predictors at their average value. The vertical axes are [-4,4] in
all panels to allow easier comparison of predictors. It is seen, for exampre,
that body mass index is more predictive than number of times pregnant.
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Average (standard deviation) misclassification rates based on L0-fold cross-
validation using a Linear, RBF and Penalised Spline Kernel.

Data Linear RBF PSVMnd
Balance
Bupa
Checker
Cmc
Flaberman
Pid
Skin200
Skin1000
Votes
Wbcd

345
1000
t473
306
768
200

1000
435
569

4 4.76 (3,26)
7 30.2e (e.35)
2 48,60 (7.31)

10 3r.44 (3.49)
3 26,11 (8,7e)
e 22.03 (4.63)
4 44.50 (5.ee)
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FIGURE r. visualisation of penalised spline support uector classifier Jor the pima
Ind,ians Diabetes Database.
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